TO: FAMILY OF SERVICES /FOS/ SUBSCRIBERS
NOAA WEATHER WIRE SERVICE /NWWS/ SUBSCRIBERS
EMERGENCY MANAGERS WEATHER INFORMATION NETWORK /EMWIN/ SUBSCRIBERS
NOAAPORT SUBSCRIBERS
OTHER NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE /NWS/ CUSTOMERS...PARTNERS AND EMPLOYEES

FROM: EDWARD JOHNSON
OFFICE OF STRATEGIC PLANNING AND POLICY
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE HEADQUARTERS

SUBJECT: NEW RSS FEED OF NWS DATABASE OF INFORMATION SERVICE CHANGES NOW AVAILABLE

AN RSS /REALLY SIMPLE SYNDICATION/ FEED IS CURRENTLY AVAILABLE TO PROVIDE AUTOMATED NOTICE OF UPDATES TO THE NWS DATABASE OF INFORMATION SERVICE CHANGES. TO SUBSCRIBE TO THIS FEED... GO TO /USE LOWER CASE LETTERS/:

HTTP://WEATHER.GOV/INFOSERVICECHANGES/

NWS POLICIES REQUIRE ADEQUATE NOTICE WHEN INITIATING... SUBSTANTIALLY MODIFYING OR TERMINATING SIGNIFICANT SERVICES PROVIDING ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION TO NWS USERS. SEE NWS POLICY DIRECTIVE 1-10 AND ASSOCIATED INSTRUCTIONS AT /USE LOWER CASE LETTERS/:

HTTP://WEATHER.GOV/DIRECTIVES/

PURSUANT TO THESE POLICIES... NWS PROVIDES A DATABASE OF PROPOSED CHANGES TO NWS INFORMATION SERVICES. THIS DATABASE LISTS CHANGES CURRENTLY UNDER REVIEW... POINTS OF CONTACT... HOW TO PROVIDE COMMENTS AND RECENT DECISIONS MADE. THE DATABASE IS AVAILABLE ONLINE AT THE FIRST URL ADDRESS ABOVE.

FOR GENERAL INFORMATION ON RSS FEEDS GO TO / USE LOWER CASE LETTERS/:

HTTP://WEATHER.GOV/RSS/

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS...PLEASE CONTACT:

WENDY LEVINE
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE
STRATEGIC PLANNING AND POLICY OFFICE
PHONE: 301-713-3380
E-MAIL: WENDY.LEVINE@NOAA.GOV
NATIONAL PUBLIC INFORMATION STATEMENTS ARE ONLINE AT /USE LOWER CASE LETTERS/:

HTTPS://WWW.WEATHER.GOV/NOTIFICATION/ARCHIVE
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